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…’So, if it is [the COVID-19 Vaccine and Booster] going to be used, it is better to focus on those
Groups of Severe Illness and Death, rather as we see some countries are using to give
Boosters to Kill Children. – This is not right’. -Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, World Health
Organization (WHO) Director-General

The purpose of this repost is to publish the Dire Warning the very Inventor of the mRNA
Vaccines has issued. Dr. Malone released a Video Statement in early December of
2021 alerting Parents to seriously consider NOT Injecting their Children with the
Experimental mRNA Technology. Why not? He ought to know. He explained in the
simplest of terms that there is statistically no Risk of COVID Complication in this Young
Age Group. Furthermore, that the consequences are irreversible when it comes to the
damages the Shots are inflicting on Young Adolescents and Children in particular.
Unheard of episodes of Heart Failure and Death in Children have resulted from this
never-before experimented on Humans Medical Devise. It takes at least 5-7 Years of a
1st Phase to properly assess any immediate and long-term Side Effect for Vaccines.
What Pfizer has done instead, is that they have halted their Clinical Trials after 6
months. Why? Why not. No one is holding them accountable. They have ‘0’ Liability and
Indemnity against any Damages, Side Effects or Death from their Medical Procedures.
The COVID Injections are not ‘Vaccines’. The WHO, the CDC and the FDA along with
varying degrees of Authorities right down to the Municipal Level have publicly stated
that now, the Injections do not prevent Infections. They do not prevent Transmission
and they do not provide Immunity. What is fueling the Fear Factor is the Infection Rates
that may not necessarily end in Severe Illness, Hospitalization nor Death. Yet, any FluLike Symptoms are now considered COVD. The rationale is that it is a ‘Vaccine’.
Uninformed and/or Brainwashed Parents are now ‘Sacrificing’ their Children for FEAR of
‘maybe’ dying from COVID. The Virus has a 99.8% Recovery Rate for Children.
Then many Deaths attributed to the COVID Shots are not being reported to the VAERS
System. The Reporting Process is intentionally made to be timely and tedious. They
take about an hour to fill out each Vaccine Shot Death. And in some cases, the Profiles
have been scrubbed and/or delated or will not post. Dr. Malone has been brave, at the
risk of his Career and Personal Safety to address this issue and publicly come out
against the current Course of Action. Since he is the most Prominent Personality
concerning mRNA Technology, a sudden ‘Death’ will not likely take place. The PowersThat-Be will not ‘Suicide’ him because most will not heed to his Dire Waring anyway.

_______________________________

MRNA INVENTOR'S URGENT WARNING / STATEMENT
Please share with Parents. / With certain capitalization as emphasis.
My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a Parent, Grandparent,
Physician and Scientist. I do not usually read from a Prepared Speech, but this is so
important that I wanted to make sure that I get every single Word and Scientific Fact
correct.
I stand by this Statement with a Career dedicated to Vaccine Research and
Development. I am Vaccinated for COVID and I am generally Pro-Vaccination. I have
devoted my entire Career to developing Safe and Effective ways to prevent and treat
Infectious Diseases.
After this, I will be posting the Text of this Statement so you can share it with your
Friends and Family.
Before you Inject your Child - a Decision that is Irreversible - I wanted to let you know
the Scientific Facts about this Genetic Vaccine, which is based on the mRNA Vaccine
Technology I created:
There are 3 issues Parents need to understand:
The 1st is that a Viral Gene will be injected into your Children's Cells. This Gene
forces your Child’s Body to make Toxic Spike Proteins. These Proteins often cause
Permanent Damage in Children’s Critical Organs, including:
Their Brain and Nervous System.
Their Heart and Blood Vessels, including Blood Clots.
Their Reproductive System. And
This Vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their Immune System.
The most Alarming Point about this is that once these Damages have occurred, they
are Irreparable
You cannot fix the Lesions within their Brain.
You cannot repair Heart Tissue Scarring.
You cannot repair a Genetically Reset Immune System. And
This vaccine can cause Reproductive Damage that could affect Future Generations of
your Family.
The 2nd thing you need to know about is the fact that this Novel Technology has not
been Adequately Tested. We need at least 5 Years of Testing/Research before we can
really understand the Risks. Harms and Risks from New Medicines often become
revealed many years later. Ask yourself if you want your own Child to be part of the
most Radical Medical Experiment in Human History.

One final point: The reason they are giving you to Vaccinate your Child is a Lie.
Your Children represent NO DANGER to their Parents or Grandparents. It is actually
the opposite. Their Immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your Family if not
the World from this Disease.
In summary:
There is no benefit for your Children or your Family to be Vaccinating your Children
against the Small Risks of the Virus, given the Known Health Risks of the Vaccine that
as a Parent, you and your Children may have to live with for the rest of their lives. The
Risk/Benefit Analysis is not even close.
As a Parent and Grandparent, my Recommendation to you is to Resist and Fight to
Protect your children.
_________________________
One if of the opinion, given the 2+ Years of Research since this Plandemic was
released that a Universal Vaccine Mandate will come, worldwide. Despite efforts by
brave Men and Women and Nurses and Doctors, like Dr. Malone, whom are in the
Minority, such a Day will come. Until the inevitable, one still has the chance to voice the
objections and present the Evidence against this Medical Madness. This is despite
increasing and intentional Censorship to the contrary. The majority of Nurses and
Doctors are going along to ‘get along’ as the saying goes. They are not going to
jeopardize their Career and Livelihood for possibility exposing and speaking the Truth.
This is why the Hippocratic Oath was removed years ago. It is no longer about ‘Do No
Harm’ but ‘See No Evil, Speak No Evil and Hear No Evil’. Countless Nurses and
Doctors are seeing the Post-COVID Vaccine Reactions and it is horrifying. They are
being ignored. Any Nurse and/or Doctor who points to such outcomes as being a
‘Problem’, becomes the ‘Problem’. The Hospitals are about making a Prophet. Any
COVID Death is worth a certain amount of Refund. Any Medication related to COVID,
such as being put on a Ventilator is worth certain Refund Monies, etc.
Effective Protocols Treatment are intentionally withheld. And Hospitals are owed by the
same People who own the Pharmaceuticals and the Media. It is a Pyramid Scheme and
the Politicians are in their Pockets too that have allowed this to occur. They are not
representing the Common People who elected them to Protect them. COVID is a false
Pretense, especially if everything has been done in a ‘rush’ under ‘Emergency
Authorization Use’ status. There are now as of this Article more Children Died from the
COVID Injections than the COVID Virus, in the USA for example. That is the Plan.
Consider that the VAERS has been attested to only report about 1% of Vaccine Deaths.
And as is the case, it is nearing over 2 Million Adverse Effects and 1000s Dead. No
other Medical Product or Consumer Product, for that matter would stand the rigors of a
demand for Safety and a Total Recall. Yet, the Public has been Spellbound to believe
the Scientific ‘Pope’, such as Fauci that will go down in Human History as a Mass
Murderer in a league all to himself above even the likes of Mengele, the Angel of Death.

______________________________
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